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Leading academic institutions, government 
agencies, and businesses from around the 
world rely on AEA Journals for influential 
economics research. Coverage includes 
foundational knowledge as well as innovative 
insights emerging from all fields of 
economic discourse.

American Economic Review 
Established in 1911, the AER is among the 
world’s oldest, most respected, and most 
cited scholarly journals in the economics 
profession containing peer–reviewed 
articles covering a broad range of topics. 

Published monthly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/AER

AUTHORITATIVE. 

ESSENTIAL.
INSIGHTFUL. 

http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/AER


Provides more accessible articles that 
report on and critique recent findings, 
evaluate public policy initiatives, and 
serve as insightful readings for classroom 
discussion while suggesting future 
directions for research.  

Journal of Economic Literature
Designed to help economists stay abreast 
of the vast flow of literature, and a 
precursor to the AEA’s database, EconLit. 
Contains survey and review articles, book 
reviews, an annual index of dissertations, 
and abstracts of just-published books and 
new journals.  

AEA Papers and Proceedings 
Contains vital research and recent 
discussion from the AEA annual meeting 
of 13,000 economists, including the AEA 
Distinguished Lecture, along with the 
reports of the Secretary and Treasurer, 
Journal Editors, and AEA Committee 
Chairs.

American Economic Review: 
Insights
This top-tier, general-interest journal is 
publishing papers of the same quality and 
importance as those in the AER, but is 
devoted to papers with important insights 
that can be conveyed succinctly.

Published quarterly.  
www.aeaweb.org/journals/AERI

Published quarterly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/JEL

Published quarterly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/JEP

Published once a year in May.  
www.aeaweb.org/journals/pandp

Journal of Economic Perspectives

http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/pandp
http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/AERI
http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/JEL
http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/JEP


Since 2009, the American Economic 
Journals have focused on relevant research 
in four important specialty fields of 
economics. Outstanding articles from each 
AEJ are selected every year to receive the 
distinguished AEJ Best Paper Award.

AEJ: Applied Economics 
Offers timely research enabling readers 
to take advantage of the latest insights 
on subjects like empirical corporate 
finance, labor economics, demography, 
plus health, education, and welfare 
economics.  

AEJ: Macroeconomics 
Focuses on the studies of aggregate 
fluctuations and growth, and the role 
of policy in that context. Interacts with 
research in other fields such as monetary 
theory, industrial organization, finance, 
labor economics, public finance, political 
economy, and development economics. 

The American  
Economic Journals

Published quarterly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/mac

Published quarterly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/app

http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/app
http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/mac


Articles are authored, edited, 
and peer-reviewed by some 
of the most renowned thought 
leaders and distinguished 
scholars of our time.  

Go to the AEA website for journal submission 
guidelines, editorial policies, publication dates, 
journal alert services, and other information 
about AEA Journals.

AEJ: Microeconomics 
Publishes papers focusing on 
microeconomic theory, industrial 
organization, and microeconomic aspects 
of international trade, political economy, 
and finance. Includes theoretical work, as 
well as empirical and experimental work 
with a theoretical framework. 

www.aeaweb.org/journals

AEJ: Economic Policy 
Covers a wide range of disciplines 
and subject matters with far-reaching 
policy implications such as urban and 
regional economics, public policy, and 
political institutions; law and economics, 
regulation, and natural resource 
economics.

IMPACTFUL 
 RESEARCH

Published quarterly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/pol

Published quarterly. 
www.aeaweb.org/journals/mic

http://www.aeaweb.org/journals
http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/mic
http://www.aeaweb.org/journals/pol


Offer your patrons a quick synopsis 
of the latest research emerging from 
AEA Journals with this complimentary 
resource that includes article summa-
ries, author interviews, videos, charts, 
and more.   
www.aeaweb.org/research

AEA 
Research Highlights 

Online access is convenient, comprehensive, and easy.
Ensure your researchers have access to authoritative and insightful  
knowledge from the leading publisher of essential economics research.

Immediate access to just 
published issues and alert 
services for forthcoming articles

PDF articles include data sets 
and supplemental materials

Fully compatible with most 
mobile devices

Flexible search interface for  
relevant results

A World of Economics Research 
at your fingertips!

IP authentication tools and 
COUNTER-compliant usage 
reports are available

PODCAST 
NOW AVAILABLE!

http://www.aeaweb.org/research


INSTITUTIONAL PRICING

Please contact us for current pricing on these  
available packages:

•  PRINT SUBSCRIPTION

•  ELECTRONIC SITE LICENSE*

•  COMBO: Electronic Site License* with Print Subscription

Annual subscriptions include all nine AEA journals.
Note:  AEA offers no discounts to resellers. Customers may order directly through the AEA. 

INSTITUTIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Are these essential AEA Journals in your library?
Gain institutional access to the full-text of all AEA Journals via print or 
electronic subscription. (Single titles not available separately).

   PRINT JOURNALS: Subscriptions include current issues and cost of 
shipping and handling. Online archival access can be added to print 
for an additional fee (or purchased separately).

  ONLINE ACCESS: Electronic subscriptions include current issues 
and available back-files accessed from an intuitive search platform.  
The AEA participates with JSTOR for archival articles and Portico for 
post-cancellation access. 

*Site licenses are defined as campuses within a six-mile radius plus authorized remote 
users accessing the subscription through the campus IP address. Remote campuses 
beyond the six-mile radius must purchase a separate subscription regardless of the 
location of the administration.

CONTACT US! 

Order your subscription now:
www.aeaweb.org/subscriptions

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

 Email: aeainfo@vanderbilt.edu   
Telephone: 615-322-2595  

Fax: 615-343-7590

More information about AEA Journals: 
www.aeaweb.org/journals

The AEA’s comprehensive bibliographic database featuring authoritative economics 
literature back to 1886 from 73 countries. Full-text product containing all  
AEA Journals, plus hundreds of other economics journals available from EBSCO.Alternate with tagline

2-color

www.econlit.org

Also available from EBSCO, Proquest and Ovid partners
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